INTRODUCTION
============

One of factors affecting life-long health of humans is the stability of early childhood, especially children\'s relationship with their mothers. John Bowlby\'s attachment theory suggests that individual\'s social relationship throughout life is influenced by the initial attachment with the mother ([@b46]). Attachment theory is a psychological, evolutionary and ethological theory concerning relationships among humans. Within the theory, attachment means an affectional bond or tie between an individual and an attachment figure (usually a caregiver). The core is that a child needs to build relationship with at least one primary caregiver to develop normal social and emotional behaviors. In many orphans, the lack of normal attachment to parents would cause behavioral and physical problems in childhood and possibly continuing throughout adult life ([@b282]). Adults with adverse experience were more vulnerable to physical, psychosocial and mental disorders ([@b278]; [@b320]). In human, early adverse rearing experience (EARE) usually refers to child abuse, which is a worldwide problem and is defined as neglect or physical, sexual or emotional mistreatment or abuse of children ([@b301], [@b302]). Although human based studies revealed compelling associations between EARE and psychological outcomes, both retrospective and prospective studies showed their limits, e.g., inaccurate self-report due to biased or even false memory, failure in controlling accompanying environmental and genetic factors. Therefore, the long-term effects of EARE on subjects were usually not the direct consequences, but were inevitably intervened or masked by uncontrollable factors. However, experimental animals can be raised in laboratory environments, therefore allow researchers to carry out randomized prospective longitudinal studies, e.g., rigorously control or systematically manipulate early experiences throughout the entire period of investigation.

Rodents are easy to manipulate genetically, and the related studies indicate EARE as a developmental risk factor with profound, long-term effects on later life ([@b283]; [@b327]; [@b358]). Whereas the high similarities of NHPs with humans make it irreplaceable in investigating the effects of EARE on physiological and behavioral development, e.g., NHPs and chimpanzees in specific, share over 90% and 98.8% genomes with human beings, respectively ([@b254]). High similarities were found in both biological ([@b9]; [@b402]) and socio-ecological aspects, e.g., social organizations and clear dominance hierarchies ([@b12]; [@b113]; [@b425]). The phenomenon that in NHPs, 2%-10% of infants were physically abused or neglected by their mothers in group-living conditions, allow the possible screening of natural child abuse models ([@b268]; [@b267]). Moreover, like humans NHPs has prolonged postnatal period of maturation during which mother-infant relationship and neural system development can be influenced by environment and early life experience ([@b247]; [@b390]).

Harlow ([@b173]) introduced the concept of affectional systems to characterize the relationships in the social groups of primates, and five distinct affectional systems were described, including the infant-mother affectional system, the maternal affectional system, the age-mate/peer affectional system, the heterosexual affectional system and the paternal affectional system. The infant-mother and the maternal affectional systems in Harlow\'s affectional systems are similar to Bowlby\'s concept of mother-infant attachment theory in humans. In normal living group, most monkey infants virtually spend all of their initial days or weeks of life clinging with their biological mothers, ventral to ventral, during which, specific and strong attachment bonds are built. When about 2-month old, infants begin to explore the physical and social environment, spending increasing amount of time participating social interactions, especially playing with peers. From 6-month of age until puberty, playing with peers becomes the major social activity ([@b193]; [@b389], [@b390]). In fact, the infant and juvenile monkeys always maintain a close social relationship with their mothers, while the mother plays the role of protector especially under stressful situations, and mentor in teaching developing appropriate social behaviors. Accordingly, the studies regarding EARE usually involve disruption of the normal infant-mother relationships, by maternal deprivation of newborns, maternal separation or induced stress on older infants and juvenile monkeys. Although some epidemiological studies in humans suggest possible direct relationships between EARE and abnormal behaviors in later life, no solid evidence was raised to prove the precise impact of childhood adversities on psychiatric disorders ([@b30]; [@b36]; [@b146]; [@b215]; [@b217]; [@b225]; [@b368]). The over 60 years NHP studies shed lights on the understanding of the influences of EARE on physiological and behavioral development, including social behaviors (e.g., disturbance behavior, social deficiency, sexual behavior, etc), learning and memory ability, brain structural and functional development (e.g., development of neurons and glia cells, neuroendocrine dysregulation, etc). In this review, the previous findings on EARE were systematically summarized, and the underlying epigenetic mechanisms and the potential methods of rehabilitation were thoroughly discussed.

EARE MODELS IN NON-HUMAN PRIMATES
=================================

Controlled rearing conditions in standard laboratory settings are designed to simulate natural environments. The infants are reared by their mothers and live in a group consisted of other infants, juveniles and adults, allowing infants to be exposed to complex social interactions. In abnormal rearing conditions, the mother deprivation method is applied. The newborn is taken away from their mothers at birth and is reared in incubators with regular medical attention and laboratory nursery. A period of time (usually 1-month) later, when able to feed themselves, infants are moved to other rearing conditions depending on aims of research, e.g., be reared alone in social isolation condition, with nursery/peers of the same age in nursery/peer rearing condition, with a surrogate in surrogate mother/foster rearing condition, etc. They could also be separated from mothers at later time for once (temporary maternal separations) or several times (repetitive maternal separations); or even though staying with their mother all the time, but still suffer from EARE (maternal neglect).

Social isolation
----------------

Social isolation (including total and partial social isolation) is initially described in early 1960s by Harlow and his colleagues, and has been used ever since to raise monkeys in simulating social behavior deficits in humans ([Table 1](#T1-ZoolRes-38-1-7){ref-type="table"}). In total isolation, the infant is reared in a cage alone without any auditory, visual, olfactory and tactile contact with conspecifics, including mothers, peers and other monkeys ([@b26]; [@b170]; [@b172], [@b173]). In partial social isolation, although infants are separately caged from their mothers, peers, and social groups, they have auditory, visual, and olfactory but not tactile contact with their conspecifics ([@b93]; [@b275]; [@b381]; [@b382]). These early studies by Harlow and his colleagues, especially their extreme manipulations, including total isolation, \"pit of despair\" and \"rape rack\" devices, were controversial and were most likely forbidden to perform due to ethical issues. In 1950s, many researchers assumed that the only necessity of mother was supplying food to infants, whereas excessive intimacy between mother and infant would hinder the growth of infant, or even induce over dependence in adulthood. Harlow disagreed with the viewpoints; performed a series of isolation studies on primates to prove that to acquire necessary social skills, to obtain both physically and psychologically healthy development, infants need mothers\' affection, as well as normal social interaction and emotional relationship with peers. However, their intention was to prove the essential role of mother\'s love to infants, in the form of her availability all the time, her physical touching, caring and protection, which was an obvious fact to us today without any necessity to prove.

Table 1Early adverse rearing experience (EARE) methodsParadigmsDescriptionReferencesSocial IsolationTotalInfants are reared in a cage alone at birth, no any auditory, visual, olfactory and tactile contact with conspecifics is allowed[@b26]; [@b173]; [@b170]; [@b172]PartialInfants are separately caged at birth, reared with auditory, visual, and olfactory, but not tactile contact with conspecifics[@b93]; [@b275]; [@b381]; [@b382]Maternal separationPermanentPeer-rearingContinuousInfants are reared by pairs throughout development[@b69]; [@b126]; [@b354]; [@b422]IntermittentPeers are allowed to contact with each other for a limited period of time and then infants are housed singly during the rest of the time[@b343]RotationalInfants are continuously housed with different peers[@b306]; [@b343]Surrogate mothers rearing (SMR)Inanimate objects are placed into the cage as an artificial surrogate mother[@b60]; [@b110]; [@b362]; [@b383]Surrogate-peer rearing (SPR)Combination of SMR and PR[@b23]; [@b264]; [@b287]TemporaryOne timeInfants are taken away from their mothers at later stages of life for a period of time, followed by mother-infant reunion[@b194]; [@b192]; [@b212]; [@b364]; [@b374]RepetitiveRepeatedly separating infants from their natal group for relatively short periods of time, followed by repeated reunions[@b84]; [@b108], [@b109] ; [@b249]; [@b249] ; [@b386]Maternal neglectInfant-mother was confronted with various foraging conditions to induce different levels of stress in the mother[@b6]; [@b88]; [@b346]; [@b345]

However, although isolation models are important in highlighting the devastating consequences of maternal deprivation, the extreme manipulations could induce severe cognitive and emotional deficits, or even self-injurious behaviors, which are very difficult to remediate in primates. Therefore, less severe rearing conditions were developed afterwards at least partially due to ethical considerations.

Maternal separations
--------------------

Peer-rearing (PR) (or nursery rearing, NR) (including continuous pair rearing, intermittent and rotational peer rearing) is another widely used rearing condition, in which infants were reared together with peers of the same age ([@b69]; [@b126]; [@b354]; [@b422]) ([Table 1](#T1-ZoolRes-38-1-7){ref-type="table"}). In continuous pair rearing condition, infants are usually reared by pairs throughout development ([@b69]; [@b131]; [@b195]; [@b306]). Intermittent peer rearing allow peers to contact with each other for a limited period of time, and then infants are housed singly during the rest of the time ([@b343]). Within the rotational peer rearing condition, infants are continuously peer housed with different infant partners ([@b306]; [@b343]). Previous study showed that continuous rotational pairing induces a behavioral profile quite similar with that of mother rearing in socially complex environment ([@b344]). Compared with social isolation, PR is less severe and thus more widely used in recent NHP EARE studies. Surrogate mothers rearing (SMR) is another early rearing method, in which inanimate object is placed into the cage as an artificial surrogate mother ([@b60]; [@b110]; [@b119]; [@b168]; [@b169]; [@b184]; [@b210]; [@b277]; [@b349]; [@b362]; [@b383]). Infants could quickly develop attachment with surrogate mothers, and some studies indicated that the infants usually preferred cloth surrogate mothers than wired ones ([@b168]; [@b169]). Previous study reported that surrogate mothers could affect the behaviors of infants, and different characters of surrogate mothers such as mobility and orientation had different influences ([@b110]). Surrogate-peer rearing (SPR) method is a combination of SMR and PR, in which the infants are reared with inanimate surrogate mothers (SMR condition) during the initial several months of life, and then are allowed to have peer interactions for a limited period of time (PR condition) ([@b23]; [@b264]; [@b287]). Comparing with permanent removal of the mother, infants are not separated from their mothers right away at born in temporary maternal separations, but after a period of time usually several hours, days or weeks, following by mother-infant reunion ([@b192]; [@b194]; [@b212]; [@b364]; [@b374]). Temporary maternal separation usually contains a one-time separation although different time delay could be adopted. A modified version of one-time separation is repetitive mother-infant separation, in which infants are separated from and reunited with their natal group repeatedly for relatively short periods of time ([@b84]; [@b109]; [@b249]; [@b359]; [@b386]). The impact of these procedures appeared to be further intensified if the separations were unpredictable ([@b248]; [@b359]). Unlike social isolation, maternal separation adopted relatively mild manipulations, the presence of surrogate mothers and the opportunity of direct contact with mothers and peers added social complexity to the infants\' living environment, therefore could avoid severe social and emotional deficits associated with mothers\' absence.

Maternal neglect
----------------

Compared with isolation and maternal separation methods described above, maternal abuse and neglect during early life are more common in humans, therefore are more widely used on NHPs to study adult mood and anxiety disorders. In NHP maternal neglect models, in order to induce stress in the mother, infant mothers are confronted with various foraging conditions, such as variable/unpredictable foraging demand (VFD), consistently low foraging demand (LFD) and consistently high (but predictable) foraging demand (HFD). Mothers in LFD condition have easy access to food while those in high foraging demand have to work hard to get food ([@b6]; [@b88]; [@b346]; [@b345]). The advantage of this model is that even though infants are still in adverse situation, the severe adverse experience of mother and peer deprivation can be avoided. In addition, other rearing strategies are applied in this model, i.e., infants were reared by a female which was not their biological mother ([@b269]; [@b304]); infants were housed with non-reproductive female adults ([@b77]).

EARE EFFECTS
============

Although partial social isolation tends to induce less severe defects than total social isolation, the expression of behavior defects is similar. Isolated monkeys reared without exposure to companions during early life, especially the first 6 months, develop a pervasive pattern of abnormalities referred to as the isolation syndrome. Mason ([@b276]) summarized the syndrome under four headings: (1) abnormal posturing and movements, such as rocking; (2) motivational disturbances, such as excessive fearfulness or arousal; (3) poor integration of motor patterns, such as inadequate sexual behavior; (4) deficiencies in social communication, such as failure to withdraw after being threatened by an aggressing animal. In this section, the effects of EARE on social behaviors, learning and memory ability, brain structural and functional developments, including influences on neurons and glia cells, neuroendocrine dysregulation, especially stress related HPA axis will be reviewed.

Social behavior
---------------

Effects of EARE on social behaviors are detailed in [Table 2](#T2-ZoolRes-38-1-7){ref-type="table"}.

Table 2Effects of EARE on social behaviorsBehavior typesBehavior descriptionsStereotypic behaviorsWhole-body stereotypes (e.g., rocking, pacing, bouncing, swing, and back-flipping)Self-directed stereotypes (e.g., saluting, digit-sucking, self-clutching, self-clasping, eye-poking, eye-covering and hair-pulling)Self-directed behaviorsSelf-manipulation, self-scratching, self-grasping, self-rubbingSelf-injurious behavior (SIB)AggressionLess aggression during infancy and more aggression during later lifeAffiliative behaviorTend to show more affiliative behavior during infancy but less affiliative behavior during adulthoodSocial and environmental explorationDecreased social and environmental explorationSocial dominanceTend to show low dominance rankSexual behaviorsLess and abnormal sexual behaviorsOthersPolyphagia and polydipsia

Disturbance behavior
--------------------

Monkeys exposed to adverse early experience tended to show more disturbance behaviors, such as stereotypic and self-directed behaviors, motivational disturbances and social deficiency. The isolated monkeys appeared to show more disturbance behaviors, including crouching, clutching, rocking, pacing, flipping, hugging, clasping, thumb-sucking ([@b170]; [@b176]; [@b275]; [@b293]; [@b382]). Among these monkeys, some abnormal movements, such as rocking and self-grasping, could present very early in their lives, even at the first month ([@b26]). Additionally, some of these behaviors could turn into stereotypic behaviors, including repetitive movements or postures, as well as ritualized movements, and could be divided into whole-body stereotypes (e.g., rocking, pacing, bouncing, swing, and back-flipping), self-directed stereotypes (e.g., saluting, digit-sucking, self-clutching, self-clasping, eye-poking, eye-covering and hair-pulling) and other idiosyncratic behaviors (e.g., teeth grinding, head tossing, or making noise by blowing air into the cheeks). It was reported that whole-body stereotypes were much more common than self-directed stereotypes ([@b261]). Previous studies indicated that isolated monkeys showed more repetitive whole-body stereotypes ([@b293]), while PR monkeys showed more self-directed stereotypes ([@b261]; [@b382]).

EARE exposed monkeys tended to show more self-directed behaviors. Isolated monkeys showed self-manipulation, self-scratching, self-grasping, self-rubbing, and autoeroticism while in isolation ([@b26]), or showed remarkable increases in self-clasping soon after removal from isolation ([@b173]; [@b385]), or self-clutching after surrogate mother removing ([@b169]). PR reared infants and juvenile monkeys showed increased self-stimulation behaviors, including self-sucking, self-clinging, self-clasping and other self-directed behaviors ([@b78]; [@b261]; [@b382]). Moreover, short-term stress by temporary physical restrictions could also induce significant increases in self-clasping and huddling behaviors when the infants returned to their home cages ([@b176]). Those self-directed behaviors often turned into self-injurious behavior (SIB), with males showing a much higher level of vulnerability than females ([@b93]; [@b149]; [@b261]; [@b382]), and PR monkeys usually much more vulnerable than MR monkeys ([@b342]). Surrogate mothers appeared to provide a certain degree of contact acceptability, security and trust sufficient for isolated monkeys to suppress existing self-directed disturbance activity, and to initiate crude social interactions with other isolated monkeys ([@b177]). However, Lutz et al. ([@b264]) reported that SPR monkeys showed significantly more self-biting comparing to PR and MR reared animals, and it was suggested that surrogate rearing in combination with lower levels of social contact during play may be risk factors for the later development of self-biting behavior. Actually, self-directed behaviors were hypothesized to result from the redirection of normal social behaviors toward one\'s own body and were suggested to be symptoms of some mental diseases ([@b157]; [@b277]). These findings indicate that EARE exposed monkeys could be used as an ideal model of related human mental disorders from behavioral perspective.

Social deficiency
-----------------

In natural environments, infants and juvenile monkeys are supposed to be more active in joining the social play with peers, but monkeys exposed to EARE show decreased social playing. Isolated monkeys showed less ([@b173]; [@b293]), or even no contact playing at all ([@b173]). Pair and peer reared infants ([@b69]), VFD reared infants ([@b6]; [@b345]), repeated parental deprivation infants ([@b109]; [@b249]) all showed less social playing compared with MR infants. Lack of sufficient social interaction led to the fact that EARE exposed monkeys could not successfully adapt to living in a large social group ([@b160]; [@b170]; [@b275]; [@b351]). Not only social interaction, studies also showed decreased environmental exploration in isolated monkeys ([@b160]; [@b275]; [@b293]), VFD and PR monkeys ([@b345]; [@b351]). Another major index of exploratory behavior is locomotor activity, while some NHP studies showed less locomotion in isolated adults ([@b176]; [@b275]; [@b293]) and PR infants ([@b132]), others found no differences in PR adults ([@b420]), or even higher activity levels in PR infants during the first month after isolation ([@b78]). Therefore, there was no agreed tendency of EARE influence on locomotor activity in monkeys, making it an invalid measure of exploratory behavior if used alone ([@b424]).

Another domain of EARE induced social deficiency is social dominance. In monkey society, social dominance is a complex phenomenon mediated by different mechanisms and various factors such as kinship, age, sex, and physical factors like body weight, appearance and health ([@b35]; [@b33]; [@b296]; [@b377]; [@b391]). Kinship seemed to be the major factor in determining dominant rank at least until puberty ([@b227]; [@b230]), but became weaker during the development ([@b34]). Both dominance formation and maintenance among males in a living group are usually achieved by aggressive behavior such as fighting, with the stronger and more aggressive subjects winning and thus becoming dominant. However, appropriate use of aggression is critical for both acquiring and maintaining social status, as overly aggressive monkeys may risk social ostracism from their conspecifics. Moreover, aggressive behavior was not indispensable to obtain and keep dominance status and dominance sustained without aggression was more stable than that formed on the basis of aggression ([@b141]).

Monkeys exposed to EARE tended to show less aggression during infancy ([@b69]; [@b173]), and more aggression during later life ([@b69]; [@b293]; [@b385]; [@b420]). The aggressive monkeys exposed to EARE may repeatedly attack a helpless infant or attempt to attack a dominant male, while infant-directed aggression is abnormal adult-directed aggression is both abnormal and suicidal ([@b69]; [@b293]; [@b385]; [@b420]). On the other hand, studies showed EARE exposed monkeys showed heightened fear in all age stages ([@b78]; [@b109]; [@b249]; [@b293]). It seems that EARE makes monkeys more emotional in two opposite directions, both aggression and fear. In addition to aggression, affiliative behavior, such as grooming and proximity, is also important in establishing and maintaining alliances and reinforcing the dominance hierarchy. Affiliative behavior was suggested to be more positively related to dominance rank than kinship in Japanese monkeys ([@b372]). On the contrary to aggression, EARE exposed monkeys showed more affiliative behavior during infancy ([@b69]; [@b345]; [@b351]), but less affiliative behavior during adulthood ([@b232]; [@b345]; [@b420]). With more aggressive and less affiliative behavior which both contribute to acquiring and reinforcing social dominance, EARE exposed adult monkeys are supposed to have low social dominant rank in a living group, and studies indeed indicated that both isolated and PR adult monkeys showed low social dominance ([@b232]; [@b293]; [@b351]).

Sexual behavior
---------------

Monkeys exposed to EARE demonstrated less or abnormal sexual behaviors ([@b69]; [@b175]; [@b170]; [@b173]; [@b293]). Abnormal sexual behaviors (abortive mount) is defined as any improperly oriented mount, accompanied by pelvic thrusting including standing-to-head, standing-to-side and ventral lie-on ([@b413]). Males usually were not mount properly as they engaged in varied but misplaced heterosexual efforts, while females were not maintain the sexual present (stood quadripedally with the perineal area directed towards the recipient) or turned their bodies when mounted. Mount behavior includes no-foot-clasp mount and foot-clasp mount, which could be differentially affect by different EARE. Males with short access periods with peers (0.5 h) rarely or never foot-clasp-mounted peers, while those given 24 h access regularly foot-clasp-mounted peers ([@b413]). Isosexually reared males showed less foot-clasp mounting and more presenting than heterosexual males, while conversely, isosexually reared females showed statistically more mounting and less presenting than heterosexual females ([@b154]). Moreover, females exposed to EARE also showed abnormal maternal behaviors, in a way that those never experienced mother caring not only were unable to exhibit caring to their own offspring, but also far more likely to display inadequate, abusive or neglectful behavior toward their offspring ([@b52]; [@b79]; [@b177]; [@b365]; [@b384]; [@b385]; [@b386]), consistent with human findings showing abusive behavior appeared to be transmitted across generations ([@b348]).

Primate studies also showed other EARE induced behavioral effects besides listed above, including polyphagia and polydipsia in isolated adults ([@b289]), more vulnerable to excessive alcohol consumption ([@b129]; [@b188]) and elevated response to both aversive and rewarding stimuli ([@b299]) in PR monkeys and abnormal sleep rhythmicity ([@b18]; [@b40]; [@b208]; [@b334]; [@b333]). An interesting research showed EARE significantly influenced the development of lateralisation, as PR monkeys demonstrated greater left-hand bias compared to MR reared monkeys ([@b32]). Despite of EARE effects described above, recent research suggested that modern PR practices might not result in inevitable perturbations in aggressive, rank-related, sexual, and emotional behavior in rhesus monkeys ([@b25]).

Learning and memory
-------------------

Early primate studies showed EARE exposed adults performed adequately on simple discriminations or delayed-response ([@b148]), but showed impairments in certain complex tasks such as those requiring engaging working memory with dynamic rules or delays or response inhibition ([@b27]; [@b28]; [@b148]; [@b150]; [@b356]). These results were obtained mostly from adult monkeys separated from their mothers at birth and reared in total isolation for 9-12 months. PR reared juvenile monkeys also showed cognitive deficits, they had more difficulty acquiring the delayed non-matching to sample (DNMS) task and were also impaired in object but not spatial reversal learning ([@b356]). Moreover, even brief social isolation impaired performance in a multiple video-task assessment in adult rhesus monkeys ([@b415]) and impaired reversal learning and behavioral inhibition in adult marmosets ([@b324], [@b325] ). These results were consistent with the results of human studies, which showed the post institutionalized children ([@b24]) and childhood exposed to neglect and abuse ([@b272]) were associated with impaired learning and memory during adulthood. Although those studies revealed EARE induced impairment of learning and memory ability in a task dependent way in adult monkeys, other primate studies indicate exposure to mild early life stress improves prefrontal dependent response inhibition in primates, suggesting its beneficial effect on cognitive control ([@b315], [@b316]).

Brain structure and function
----------------------------

The first documentation of the effects of negative early experiences on monkey brain was provided by [@b274], which showed significant alterations in the chemo architecture of the striatum 19-24 years after social deprivation. Additionally, [@b371] demonstrated that early social deprivation resulted in an increase in the amount of non-phosphorylated neurofilament protein in hippocampal dentate gyrus granule cells in rhesus monkeys. Further studies showed structure and function changes in many brain regions including amygdala, hippocampus, prefrontal cortex (PFC), anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), corpus callosum and cerebellum etc, both in humans and animals exposed to EARE ([@b5]; [@b36]; [@b147]; [@b158]; [@b178]; [@b229]; [@b282]; [@b423])([Table 3](#T3-ZoolRes-38-1-7){ref-type="table"}).

Table 3Effects of EARE on brain structure and functionOutcomesHuman StudiesPrimate StudiesAmygdalaChildrenNo significant volumes changes[@b103]; [@b105]; [@b166]; [@b421]No significant volume changes ([@b197])Larger volume and elevated response[@b260]; [@b286]; [@b398]Decreased SERT binding potential ([@b199])Decreased volume[@b120]; [@b167]; [@b255]Differential expression of one gene GUCY1A3 ([@b353])AdultsNo significant volume changes[@b50]; [@b86]Larger volume[@b128]; [@b266]Elevated activity[@b66]; [@b203]; [@b219]HippocampusChildrenDecreased volume[@b120]; [@b167]; [@b255]No significant volume change ([@b241], [@b242]; [@b356]; [@b376])No significant volume change[@b64]; [@b103]; [@b102]; [@b104]; [@b286]; [@b398] ; [@b421]AdultsDecreased volume[@b50]; [@b86]; [@b379] ; [@b421]Prefrontal cortex (PFC)ChildrenNo significant volume changes[@b102]Greater enlarged medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) size ([@b376])Decreased volume[@b104]; [@b120]; [@b166]; [@b295]; [@b394]Larger volume[@b65]; [@b336]AdultsDecreased volume[@b396]; [@b406]Reduced activity[@b67]; [@b219]; [@b341]; [@b363]Increased response[@b66]; [@b203]; [@b205]; [@b414]; [@b419]

Amygdala
--------

Amygdala is a group of almond-shaped nuclei located deep within the medial temporal lobes of the brain in complex vertebrates. It was considered as the emotion center and responsible for emotion reactions like reward, fear and anxiety ([@b99]; [@b144]; [@b243]; [@b319]). Rodent studies showed acceleration of amygdala development in early weaning rodents ([@b218]; [@b310]). The limited amount of primate studies found no significant amygdala volume changes ([@b197]), but functional changes including decreased SERT binding potential ([@b199]) and differential expression of one gene GUCY1A3 ([@b353]) in amygdala of EARE exposed monkeys. However, human studies in maltreated children showed contrary results, with some studies found no volume changes ([@b103]; [@b105]; [@b166]; [@b421]), while others revealed decreased volume ([@b120]; [@b167]; [@b255]) or greater volume and elevated response ([@b260]; [@b286]; [@b398]). Furthermore, those studies found greater volume and elevated response of amygdala ([@b286]; [@b398]) were performed several years after the institutionalized children adopted by high socio-economic status families. These data suggested that EARE modified amygdala changes was resistant to recovery, and it was consistent with primate research that suggested abnormal behaviors was resistant to environmental enrichment treatments ([@b262]; [@b263]; [@b305]; [@b342]). Similarly, in adults exposed to EARE some studies found no significant changes of amygdala volume ([@b50]; [@b86]), while others found larger volume ([@b128]; [@b266]), interrupted regulation of negative emotion ([@b219]), increased response to potential rewards ([@b66]), elevated amygdala responses to threat but not happy faces ([@b203]). In addition to amygdala structure and activity changes, its connectivity with other brain regions was also affected ([@b15]; [@b205]). Despite those controversial results, the influence of EARE on emotion such as the elevated response to emotion stimuli both in human and primates ([@b66]; [@b203]; [@b299]) should be mainly achieved through its influence on amygdala.

Hippocampus
-----------

Hippocampus, a major component of the brains located inside the medial temporal lobe and beneath the cortical surface, is involved in episodic, declarative, contextual, and spatial learning and memory, as well as being a component in the control of autonomic and vegetative functions ([@b57]; [@b123]; [@b121], [@b122]; [@b273]; [@b312]; [@b370]). In human studies, EARE induced significant reduction of hippocampal volume was an consistent finding in adults ([@b50]; [@b86]; [@b178]; [@b280]; [@b379]; [@b421]). However, children and adolescents studies showed inconsistent results, with few found decreased volume ([@b120]; [@b167]; [@b255]), while most found no significant change ([@b64]; [@b103], [@b102], [@b104]; [@b286]; [@b398]; [@b421]). Primate studies also found no significant hippocampal volume change in PR ([@b356]; [@b376]) and repeated mother deprived ([@b242]) juvenile monkeys, suggesting changes of hippocampus seemed to happen later in life compared to early life amygdala changes. Two possible explanations could account for the discrepancy of children and adult findings. Firstly, that might due to the fact that the hippocampus develops mainly in the first years of life, therefore less affected by exposure to adversity in childhood and adolescence ([@b196]; [@b245]; [@b335]). Another possibility is that EARE might not have an immediate effect on the hippocampus but induced changes over time, and long-term effects of EARE exposure may be delayed and became manifest only in later phases of development when the vulnerable brain reaches maturation ([@b3]; [@b55]; [@b151]; [@b152]; [@b361]). Moreover, human studies found interesting results concerned with influence of EARE exposure on structure and activity of hippocampus and amygdala, with decreased hippocampal volume and activity in humans exposed to adulthood stress ([@b51]; [@b258]; [@b332]) and adults experiencing EARE ([@b50]; [@b86]; [@b379]; [@b421]), while increased amygdala volume and activity in humans exposed to adulthood stress ([@b51]; [@b258]; [@b332]) and adults experiencing EARE ([@b286]; [@b398]). Although the biological mechanism and meaning of this phenomenon remains unclear, that might contribute to or even be the direct reason for the impaired learning and memory ability (decreased hippocampal volume and activity related) and elevated response to emotional stimuli (increased amygdala volume and activity related) described above.

Prefrontal cortex
-----------------

The prefrontal cortex (PFC) is the anterior part of the frontal lobes of the brain and implicated in planning complex cognitive behaviors, personality expression, decision making and moderating correct social behavior. Children and adolescents studies showed inconsistent results of EARE induced PFC structural changes, with findings of either no significant differences ([@b102]), or significantly smaller volume ([@b104]; [@b120]; [@b166]; [@b295]; [@b394]) or significantly larger volume ([@b65]; [@b336]). In contrast, decreased PFC volume in adults exposed to childhood maltreatment was a consistent finding ([@b396]; [@b406]). That might due to the fact that PFC continues to develop during adolescence ([@b196]; [@b245]; [@b335]), therefore might be particularly vulnerable to the effects of stress during adolescence. In addition to the structural changes, EARE could also induce PFC functional changes, with some human adults exposed to EARE showing reduced prefrontal cortex activity during monetary reward anticipation and emotion regulation ([@b67]; [@b219]; [@b341]; [@b363]), while others showing increased response to potential rewards and threatening faces and in passive viewing conditions ([@b66]; [@b203]; [@b205]; [@b414]; [@b419]). One primate report indicated PR juvenile monkeys showed greater enlarged medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) size ([@b376]). Moreover, both rodent and primate studies revealed the direct underlying epigenetic mechanisms of EARE on PFC through influencing differential gene expression, histone acetylation and DNA methylation ([@b38]; [@b322]; [@b412]). Studies regarding EARE effects on PFC in primates are rare, and further investigations are necessary.

Other brain regions
-------------------

The anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) is the frontal part of the cingulate cortex, and appears to play a role in a wide variety of rational cognitive functions, such as reward anticipation, decision-making, empathy and emotion ([@b112]; [@b118]). It can be divided anatomically into dorsal and ventral components, with dorsal part connected with PFC making its involvement in cognition possible, and the ventral part connected with amygdala making its involvement in emotion possible ([@b58]; [@b294]). Human studies showed reduced volume of adult ACC in people with mood disorders ([@b45]; [@b117]; [@b426]), adults exposed to early life stress (ELS) ([@b86]) and abuse-related Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) ([@b224]; [@b394]) and major depressive disorder ([@b399]). On the contrary, a primate study found enlarged ACC in PR juvenile monkeys ([@b376]). Moreover, an epigenetic study showed parental separations in infant marmoset affected expression of genes in the ACC of adolescent monkeys ([@b241]). Additionally, both human and primate studies revealed EARE affected cerebellum, with human studies showing decreased cerebellum ([@b24]; [@b120]), while a primate study revealing larger cerebellar vermis area in PR juvenile monkeys ([@b376]). EARE effect on primate cerebellum might due to the fact that macaque cerebellum has high density of glucocorticoid receptors (GRs) ([@b357]), which put it particularly vulnerable to stress hormones related over stimulation. Striatum was another brain region affected by EARE, with increased response to potential rewards ([@b66]) and elevated dopamine responses to amphetamine ([@b313]), and a potential neurobiological mechanism linking early-life adversity and altered ventral striatal development was indicated ([@b153]). In addition to those specific regional changes, PR chimpanzees showed less global white-to-grey matter volume and cortical folding ([@b42]). Structural connectivity between different brain regions was also affected by EARE, as studies showed affected corpus callosum, a wide and flat bundle of axons beneath the cortex connecting left and right cerebral hemispheres and facilitating inter-hemispheric communication, in a inconsistent way that most human studies showing EARE reduced corpus callosum ([@b102]; [@b338]; [@b393], [@b392]), while few showing no significant changes ([@b286]). Primate studies also found either decreased corpus callosum size ([@b356]) or no significant changes ([@b376]).

Neurons and glia cells
----------------------

Neurons are the basic unit of brain. Neuronal network is responsible for the daily cognitive and emotional behaviors. Glia cell is a group of non-neuronal cells that support and protect the neurons in the brain. Rodent studies showed that maternal separation could induce morphological alteration of the apical dendrites of CA3 pyramidal neurons ([@b238]); could increase corticotropin releasing factor (CRF)-containing neurons in amygdala ([@b29]); and could decrease *in vivo* firing activity of amygdala neurons ([@b1]) and sex related neurogenesis ([@b311]). Chronic stress could induce atrophy of dendrites in hippocampus of rats ([@b55]; [@b281]) and tree shrews ([@b271]), and could induce hippocampal neuroplasticity changes ([@b133]). Bartesaghi and colleagues used guinea-pig as animal model to investigate the effects of early isolation on neurons, and they found that early isolation could induce morphologic changes of neurons in entorhinal cortex and hippocampus ([@b20], [@b21] ; [@b19], [@b22]). Although primate studies found neuronal morphological changes in EARE exposed monkeys ([@b56]; [@b140]; [@b380]; [@b381]), these early findings were limited to cerebellum, somatosensory and motor cortex, with limited information on other important brain regions, such as hippocampus, amygdala and PFC. Recent studies showed that different environments could induce neuron plasticity changes in the key brain regions involved in learning and memory. Complex environment could enhance complexity of the dendritic tree and density of dendritic spine in hippocampus and PFC in monkeys ([@b231]). Early parental deprivation in the marmoset monkey could produce long-term changes in hippocampal expression of genes involved in synaptic plasticity and implicated in mood disorder ([@b242]). So these neuron morphological and plasticity changes might explain and account for how EARE take effects on cell level, and then further more leading to behavioral changes.

As EARE effects on glia cells, rodent studies revealed that EARE could induce long-term changes of astrocyte density and numbers in many brain regions, including PFC, mPFC, hippocampus, cingulate cortex and amygdala ([@b246]), and could alter behavioral, autonomic and endocrine responses to environmental challenge ([@b297]; [@b350]). Although there was no direct evidence pointing out that glia cell changes were responsible for those altered responses in rats, those studies at least suggested the involvement of glia cell in EARE induced effects. Moreover, human studies showed that glial cell depletion in many brain regions was related to mood disorders, as the number of glia cell was reduced in PFC of both major depressive disorder (MDD) and bipolar disorder (BD) patients ([@b309]), in the amygdala of major depressive disorder patients ([@b47]) and in anterior cingulate cortex of major depressive disorder and schizophrenia patients ([@b91]). Considering the important trophic influence of glia on neurons, glia cell deficits induced by EARE could possibly be responsible for EARE effects on neurons and furthermore to abnormal behavioral function. If that is true, how does it happen? Rodent Studies showed that stress related hormone glucocorticoid receptors (GRs) were also expressed in glia cells ([@b43]; [@b207]; [@b409]). Glucocorticoid is the product of the HPA axis, so EARE might take effects through its influence on stress related hormones, like glucocorticoid, and then exert influence on glia cells leading to various effects ([@b202]). Indeed, *in vitro* and *in* *vivo* studies showed that glucocorticoids could influence gene expression in glia cells ([@b44]; [@b236]) and could regulate the concentration of glial fibrillary acidic proteins ([@b307]). By playing central roles in learning and memory, hippocampal astrocyte number was dose-dependently increased by corticosterone treatment ([@b52]), and glial responses in hippocampus was also regulated by glucocorticoid through influencing gene expression ([@b303]). However, few studies were performed to investigate this issue and EARE affected glia cell changes were link directly to behavioral outcomes without solid evidence. In primate studies, there are lack of evidence to support that EARE affects glia cell structural and functional changes, and furthermore, induces behavioral outcomes.

Lateralisation
--------------

Some studies suggested that the influence of EARE on different brain hemisphere might be different, and different type of EARE might take effects differentially on the same brain structure. A human study found that the institutionalized children had greater right amygdala volume, while the left amygdala volume was smaller in the children experienced longer periods of deprivation ([@b286]). Another human study showed that patients with child abuse-related complex PTSD showed reduced gray matter concentration in right hippocampus and right dorsal ACC, but not in the left areas ([@b394]). In primate studies, maternal separation was associated with activation in the right dorsolateral PFC and decreased activity in the left dorsolateral PFC of juvenile rhesus monkeys ([@b337]). Not only brain structure and function showed lateralisation affection by early experiences, behavioral research also found lateralisation in primates, as an interesting research showed that PR monkeys demonstrated greater left-hand bias compared to MR reared monkeys ([@b32]). The number of lateralisation related studies is limited and the underlying mechanism remains unknown, which certainly adds complexity to the understanding of the influence EARE on brain structure and functional changes and the related abnormal behavioral outcomes.

Other EARE effects
------------------

### Young animals are particularly vulnerable to EARE effects

Adverse experience has its influence over all life stages, including early, middle and later life, in which infants are especially vulnerable to EARE and the consequences could persistent into later life. That might due to the fact that the most sensitive period of the whole life is the early stage, during which the body is undergoing profound physiological development, such as HPA axis, and brain is also undergoing profound neural development, such as neurogenesis. The amygdala developes rapidly during the early postnatal period in animals, e.g., in rats, cats and primates ([@b218]; [@b259]; [@b317]; [@b411]). Stress related hormones and receptors were also maximally expressed in the brain early in development ([@b8]; [@b14]; [@b284]; [@b326]; [@b407]). These early physiological development heighten the vulnerability of the brain to environmental exposures. On the other hand, the proper development needs proper environmental stimuli, and the natural and best stimuli during early life is the attachment between caregivers, especially mothers, and infants, as mothers could supply tactile contact, physical warmth, nourishment, and psychological comforts. As stated in attachment theory and affectional system, infants need to develop a stable relationship with the mother for social and emotional development to occur normally, while various EARE intervene the forming of the bonds of this relation, therefore both short-term and long-term devastating influence are inevitable.

### Sexual differences in EARE effects

Humans studies showed that affectability of various mental disorders were sex-related during development, with boys showing higher tendencies to develop aggression and novelty seeking behaviors ([@b130]) while girls more susceptible to anxiety and depression ([@b216]). Additionally, EARE influence might also be sex related, e.g., corpus callosum volume reduction was only found in EARE exposed males ([@b102]). Similarly, animal studies also revealed the vulnerability of males to EARE in rodents ([@b143]; [@b218]) and primates ([@b82]; [@b93]; [@b293]; [@b342]; [@b382]). On the contrary, other studies showed preference of EARE on females in humans ([@b182]; [@b226]), rodents ([@b198]; [@b434]) and primates ([@b359]). Previous studies showed that stress could induce decreasing in number and length of apical dendritic branch of medial prefrontal cortex in male rats, whereas increasing in apical dendritic length in female rats ([@b145]). Isolated males showed less dendritic branches, shorter dendritic length and smaller dendritic spine density than control males, while isolated females had more dendritic branches than control females in guinea pig ([@b20]). Neurogenesis was significantly increased in male but decreased in female offspring after maternal deprivation in rats ([@b311]). The mechanism of those sexual differences remains unclear, but one possible explanation is the gender related physiological differences, such as neuroendocrine system and brain structure and function, which may induce different behavioral and physiological responses in male and female subjects. .

### Time effects of EARE

Early life is a time of heightened susceptibility to EARE and expression of adverse experiences induced effects would be different across life time, therefore the time of administration of adverse experiences and subjects age of measurement might partially explain the discrepant findings across studies ([@b397]).

The time of adverse experiences administration is important, as different brain regions might have unique windows of vulnerability to stress, e.g., human studies indicate that the time window of hippocampus, corpus callosum and frontal cortex is at ages of 3-5, 9-10 and 14-16 years, respectively ([@b4]). Rodent studies revealed the critical importance of specific time windows early in life for the outcome of maternal separation ([@b41]; [@b159]; [@b327]). Early primate studies by Harlow et al. showed the importance of administration time of adverse experiences (isolation), in a way that isolation beginning at birth generated most severe effects and persisting abnormalities ([@b173]; [@b293]), while the isolation starting until later in life would produce less severe effects and persistent abnormalities ([@b173]; [@b293]). Moreover, different lasting period of EARE also produced different effects even was all initiated at birth, i.e., 3 months isolation only induced reversible debilitating behavioral deficits, while at least six months isolation generated most severe effects and persisting abnormalities; 3 months isolation induced least, 6 months isolation induced moderate and 12 months isolation induced most severe defects ([@b160]; [@b173]; [@b293]). These studies suggested that both the time point of administration of EARE and the lasting period have different influences on behavioral and biological outcomes.

Human studies showed different, or even contrary effects of EARE in children and adults, suggesting EARE might induce differential outcomes across lifespan. For example, childhood abuse induced significant reduction of hippocampal volume in adults ([@b50]; [@b86]; [@b379]; [@b421]) but not in children ([@b64]; [@b103], [@b102]; [@b421]); EARE induced hypercortisolism in children ([@b127]; [@b134]; [@b139]; [@b213]) but hypocortisolism in adults ([@b63]; [@b125]); adults with abuse related PTSD showed ACC volume reductions ([@b224]; [@b394]), whereas pediatric PTSD showed increased ACC ([@b336]). Primate studies also found similar results, e.g., monkeys exposed to EARE showed less aggression during infancy ([@b69]; [@b173]) but more aggression during latter life ([@b69]; [@b293]), whereas showed more affiliative behavior during infancy ([@b69]; [@b345]; [@b351]) but less during adulthood ([@b232]; [@b345]; [@b420]). Monkeys exposed to EARE showed more activity during infants ([@b78]) but less activity during adulthood ([@b176]; [@b275]; [@b293]); The number and style of stereotypies exhibited in monkeys also varied by age, e.g., the number of whole-body stereotypies were negatively correlated with age, whereas self-directed stereotypies were positively correlated; moreover younger monkeys exhibited more pacing, body-flipping, and swinging, while older ones exhibited more hair-pulling and saluting ([@b261]). These studies showed different, or even opposite effects of EARE on behavioral and biological outcomes between infants and adults, indicating EARE induce different outcomes across lifespan.

MECHANISMS UNDERLYING EARE INDUCED EFFECTS
==========================================

Neuroendocrinological mechanisms
--------------------------------

Some recent study linked behavioral outcomes with EARE affected neuroendocrine systems, and suggested that EARE might modulate subsequent social behaviors through regulating both the production and body\'s sensitivity to neurotransmitters and hormones ([@b95]). Moreover, studies indicate that the involved neurotransmitters and hormones were mainly monoamine neurotransmitter serotonergic systems, including serotonergic system and catecholamine system (both noradrenergic system and dopaminergic system), and glucocorticoid hormones (cortisol in non-human primates and humans), oxytocin and growth hormone (GH)([Table 4](#T4-ZoolRes-38-1-7){ref-type="table"}).

Table 4Diet composition of *P. chungtienensis* and weatherfishes in Bita LakeOutcomePrimate studiesHuman studiesSerotonin systemPR and SPR monkeys showed decreased CSF levels of 5-HIAA[@b129]; [@b190]; [@b270]; [@b367]PR monkeys showed decreased SERT binding potential[@b199]VFD monkeys were hyporesponsive to the serotonergic probe mCPP[@b346]Catecholamine systemPR monkeys showed lower CSF concentrations of HVA and attenuated NE secretion[@b85]; [@b83]VFD monkeys were hyper responsive to the noredrenergic probe yohimbine[@b346]PR monkeys showed significantly lower DOPAC concentrations[@b85]; [@b83]HPA axis dysregulationHypercortisolismHormone level[@b18]; [@b90]; [@b88]; [@b89]; [@b388][@b127]; [@b139]; [@b163]; [@b213]Increased HPA response[@b129]; [@b189]; [@b233], [@b234]; [@b359]; [@b388][@b181]; [@b218]; [@b318]HypocortisolismHormone level[@b84]; [@b61]; [@b366][@b48]; [@b101]; [@b180]Decreased HPA response[@b17]; [@b61]; [@b82]; [@b107]; [@b108], [@b109] ; [@b265]; [@b314][@b63]; [@b125]; [@b179]

Monoamine and hormone systems
-----------------------------

The serotonergic system was shown to moderate the effects of EARE on the risk of depression in humans ([@b124]; [@b214]), and primate studies also indicate the role of serotonin system in regulating the effects of EARE. Maternal rejected, PR and SPR reared infant monkeys exhibited lower CSF 5-HIAA concentrations ([@b129]; [@b190]; [@b270]; [@b367]); PR monkeys showed decreased SERT binding potential across a range of brain areas ([@b199]); VFD reared monkeys were hyporesponsive to the serotonergic probe meta-Chlorophenylpiperazine (mCPP) ([@b346]). Moreover, epigenetic studies also indicate the role of serotonin system plays in EARE induced HPA axis dysfunction ([@b17]; [@b346]; [@b367]; [@b375]) and subsequent abnormal behavioral outcomes ([@b16], [@b17]; [@b242]; [@b270]; [@b408]; [@b433]). Many studies showed catecholamine system is another candidate through which EARE takes its effect. PR monkeys showed attenuated Norepinephrine (NE) secretion ([@b85], [@b83]) and reduced CSF concentrations of catecholamine metabolite ([@b85], [@b83]), while VFD reared monkeys were hyper responsive to the noredrenergic probe yohimbine ([@b346]). It was further suggested that EARE might influence the differentiation of noradrenergic neurons and thus alter HPA responses stress during adulthood ([@b252]). Dopamine system (another catecholamine system) might also be involved in EARE effects, as significantly lower concentrations of dopamine metabolite were revealed in PR infant monkeys ([@b85], [@b83]) and history of childhood adversity was positively associated with striatal dopamine responses to amphetamine ([@b313]).

Additionally, primate studies indicate potential hormonal pathways through which EARE takes effects, including oxytocin, growth hormone (GH), and most importantly, cortisol. Monkeys exposed to EARE showed abnormal aggressive and affiliative behaviors, and oxytocin was suggested to be a neuropeptide for affiliation and involved in the regulation of social bonding behaviors ([@b200]; [@b250]). Therefore, oxytocin is a possible pathway for EARE to take effects, which indeed was probed by Winslow et al. ([@b420]), showing that the decrease in affiliative behavior in PR rhesus monkeys was significantly and positively correlated with cerebrospinal oxytocin. Another hormone, GH, was also related to early adversity, as PR and social separation experiences in infant monkeys showed abnormal GH levels ([@b76]; [@b240]). Most importantly, the main target of EARE under investigation is HPA axis. While some studies showed blunt HPA response, and thus decreased cortisol and ACTH levels ([@b17]; [@b61]; [@b82]; [@b107], [@b108], [@b109] ; [@b265]; [@b314]), others showed the opposite ([@b18]; [@b90], [@b88], [@b89]; [@b388]). Although consistent results were not achieved, the importance of HPA dysregulation in EARE induced effects was suggested.

Hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis dysregulation
-------------------------------------------------------

EARE is associated with elevated levels of stress and fear. The adverse impact of stress on brain development was suggested to be largely through hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis both in humans ([@b253]) and primates ([@b360]). The effects of EARE on HPA circadian rhythmicity and the function of HPA axis were reviewed in this section.

Circadian rhythmicity
---------------------

TheHPA axis is a complex set of direct influences and feedback interactions among three endocrine glands, i.e., hypothalamus, pituitary gland, and adrenal glands. Under basal conditions, HPA axis exhibits a circadian rhythmicity with a peak around the time of waking and a trough during the quiescent time of the activity cycle ([@b114]; [@b244]; [@b401], [@b400]). So cortisol levels typically follow the circadian rhythm with levels highest occurring about 20 minutes after awakening in the morning (cortisol awakening response, CAR) and declining throughout the day. Alterations in the normal pattern of HPA rhythmicity, including CAR response and diurnal decrease of cortisol, were found in human studies. Most studies found higher morning cortisol level than controls in maltreated children ([@b80]; [@b96]) and EARE exposed adults ([@b155]; [@b165]), while some found lower morning cortisol level ([@b62]). Moreover, different kind of EARE might have differential influence on morning cortisol values, as studies indicate more emotionally and sexually abused children showed higher morning cortisol values, whereas more severe physically neglected and abused children showed lower levels ([@b53]; [@b80]). Additionally, EARE exposed children also showed higher incidences of atypical diurnal rhythmicity patterns, such as a peaking in the afternoon or evening ([@b81]; [@b116]). Similarly, abnormal HPA circadian rhythmicity were also found in limited amount of primate studies on rhesus monkeys, with morning peak occurring late in PR infants ([@b395]) and flattened diurnal rhythm in repetitive maternal separation exposed infants ([@b359]). However, a recent study found no shift in diurnal patterns of cortisol in PR reared juvenile rhesus monkeys ([@b18]). Although how EARE induces those abnormal HPA axis circadian rhythmicity, and its different or even contrary effects remains unknown, these HPA axis circadian rhythmicity abnormalities certainly contribute to various abnormal behavioral outcomes.

HPA axis dysregulation
----------------------

In humans, the HPA axis develops over the initial several years of life and is highly sensitive to EARE ([@b106]; [@b416]). The key elements of the HPA axis are as following: the hypothalamus synthesizes and secretes corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH); CRH stimulates the secretion of adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) in pituitary gland; ACTH acts on the adrenal cortices, which then produces glucocorticoid hormones (mainly cortisol in NHPs and humans); glucocorticoids in turn act back on the hypothalamus and pituitary to suppress CRH and ACTH production in a negative feedback cycle. When activated in response to a stressor, the HPA axis participates in a cascade of neuroendocrine responses, and a typical HPA stress response involves a period of increased glucocorticoids in circulation induced by stimulation of elevated levels of CRH and ACTH, followed by a return to baseline levels induced by negative feedback of glucocorticoids ([@b186]). Thus CRH, ACTH and glucocorticoids levels could indicate the reactivity levels of HPA axis, with CRH an important neurotransmitter in HPA axis to initiate the autonomic and behavioral changes in response to stress ([@b183]; [@b235]; [@b308]; [@b373]). Studies showed EARE induced elevated cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) concentrations of CRH levels in mother deprived rats ([@b239]) and VFD reared infant monkeys ([@b88]). Not only the CRH levels was increased, a study showed that EARE increased the density of CRH binding sites in many brain regions, including PFC cortex, amygdala and hippocampus ([@b7]). As analysis of CRH requires sampling of CSF, it was hard to perform the experiment on healthy humans. On the other hand, analysis of ACTH and glucocorticoids (cortisol) only requires blood or urine sampling, so they are more widely investigated in humans.

Glucocorticoids was revealed to be released from the adrenal cortex during neuroendocrine responses to stress ([@b187], [@b185]), and then regulate HPA axis via negative feedback by binding to two types of receptors, mineralocorticoid receptors (MRs) with high affinity (important in proactive maintenance of HPA basal activity), and GRs with low affinity (primarily responsible for negative feedback). Glucocorticoids could pass through the blood-brain barrier to influence brain function ([@b428]), and MRs\' expression was significantly greater in monkey infants than other ages ([@b326]). Therefore, HPA axis was one of the major pathways through which EARE induces stress and shapes brain development, particular in infants. Glucocorticoids could facilitate HPA axis activation by occupying its receptors in amygdala, leading CRH increase within amygdala ([@b228]), whereas it could also suppress HPA axis by occupying its hippocampal receptors ([@b405]). Amygdala and hippocampus are important brain regions for socio-emotional functioning and learning and memory throughout development, and they have a high density of receptors for unbound glucocorticoids, therefore are major targets of EARE affected HPA axis ([@b206]; [@b357]). Additionally, EARE could affect HPA axis function bidirectionally, with some studies showing attenuated basal and challenge induced levels of cortisol (hypocortisolism), while others showing elevated levels in both conditions (hypercortisolism).

Hypercortisolism
----------------

Human studies showed that EARE could induce hypercortisolism of basal cortisol level in children, reflected by elevated levels of cortisol ([@b127]; [@b139]; [@b163]) and ACTH ([@b213]) in EARE exposed children. Primate studies also showed EARE induced hypercortisolism, reflected by increased plasma coritsol and ACTH in PR infants and juvenile monkeys ([@b18]; [@b388]). The elevated cortisol levels in hairs of PR infants indicate the long time accumulation of EARE outcomes ([@b111]). Increased basal cortisol levels were found to be induced by prenatal stress ([@b328]). Persistently elevated CSF concentrations of CRF in both infants and mothers under VFD conditions were reported ([@b90], [@b88]). Not only EARE could affect infants and children, it was suggested that childhood abuse was associated with a persistent sensitization of the HPA axis to stress in human adults ([@b125]), e.g., adults exposed to EARE had higher HPA reactivity during the Trier Social Stress Test (TSST) ([@b181]; [@b318]). Animal studies also showed hyper-response of HPA axis activity when facing stress in both infants and adults exposed to EARE. Rodent studies revealed higher HPA response to novelty stress in early-weaned mice ([@b218]). Primate studies showed hyper-responsiveness in EARE reared monkeys, reflected by increased cortisol response to stress in monkeys exposed to PR rearing ([@b129]; [@b388]), VFD rearing ([@b89]), repetitive maternal separation ([@b359]) and parental deprivation ([@b189]; [@b359]). Amphetamine challenge test also revealed neurochemical and behavioral hyper-responseness in isolated monkekys ([@b233], [@b234]). All those studies suggested EARE induced hypercortisolism, reflected by elevated basal and stress or challenge facing levels of cortisol, ACTH or CRF.

Hypocortisolism
---------------

EARE induced hypocortisolism was also a common finding ([@b163]), e.g., maltreated children showed decreased basal levels of cortisol ([@b48]; [@b180]) and ACTH ([@b101]). Primate studies revealed attenuated basal levels of cortisol and ACTH in PR monkeys ([@b61]; [@b84]; [@b366]). When facing stress or challenge, EARE exposed children and adults both showed blunt cortisol response and thus reduced cortisol level ([@b63]; [@b125]; [@b179]). Similarly, primate studies showed blunt HPA responses during stress and thus decreased coritsol and ACTH levels in PR reared infants ([@b17]; [@b61]; [@b82]), in young adults exposed to maternal deprivation and intermittent separation ([@b61]; [@b265]) and in the hairs of PR infants ([@b132]) of rhesus monkeys. EARE induced hypocortisolism was also found in other monkey species, including maternal neglect exposed juvenile Goeldi\'s monkeys ([@b107]), intermittent stress exposed squirrel monkeys ([@b314]) and parental deprivation exposed marmosets ([@b108], [@b109] ). All those studies indicate hypocortisolism reflected by decreased basal and stress or challenge facing levels of cortisol or ACTH.

As described above, it is controversial as to the effects of EARE on HPA axis, with some studies showing hypercortisolism while other showing hypocortisolism. There are several possible reasons. Firstly, different types of EARE vary between different research, and even for a same type of EARE, the procedures, manipulations, tests and measuring indexes could be different in different experiments. Secondly, different genotype among human races or animal species could contribute to the divergence as well, in a way that individuals with certain genotype may be more sensitive to a particular type of EARE than others. In addition, subjects\' personality or temperaments could also partially contribute to the divergence, e.g., children with inhibited temperaments tended to have higher cortisol levels than extroverted children ([@b162]; [@b209]), indicating that long-term consequences of EARE may not uniform across subject populations..

A sample of EARE induced neurotransmitter and hormonal changes related behavioral outcomes - social status of primates
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Studies suggest that EARE could induce abnormal changes of neurotransmitters and hormones and then influence social status of primates. Serotonergic system was the most widely studied neurotransmitter involved. Primate studies showed that different levels of CSF serotonin (5-HT) or its main metabolite 5-Hydroxyindoleacetic acid (5HIAA) were related to different social status, with higher levels related to more dominant status ([@b191]; [@b329]). Additionally, serotonergic drugs were found to be able to influence dominance status, in a way that serotonergic enhancing drugs increase social dominance while serotonergic reducing drugs decrease dominance ([@b331]). 5-HT seems to be positively related to social dominance status, and studies suggested that might due to its influence on affiliative and aggressive behaviors which are important factors in dominance formation and maintenance. Primate studies showed positive correlation between CSF 5-HIAA and affiliative approaching and grooming behavior ([@b285]; [@b330]) and negative correlation between CSF 5-HIAA and aggressive behavior ([@b190]), which were consistent with the previous presumption that affliliative behavior was much more effective in acquiring and reinforcing social dominance than aggressive behaviors. Supporting evidence also came from another genetic primate study that suggested certain serotonin transporter (5-HTT/SERT) diplotypes might modulate acquisition of dominance status ([@b290]). Beside serotonergic system, dopaminergic systems might also affect social dominance status, as dopamine transporter (DAT) gene variants were suggested to be associated with social rank in cynomolgus monkeys ([@b291]). As to hormones, although a study showed that cortisol concentration was significantly higher in dominant monkeys ([@b97]), most studies failed to find the relationship between cortisol level and social rank ([@b97]; [@b156]; [@b296]; [@b378]). Those studies suggested that EARE could influence social status of primates through its influence on neurotransmitters and hormones. The effects of EARE should not be limited on social status but also might on some other abnormal behaviors.

Genetic and epigenetic influences of EARE effects
-------------------------------------------------

Developing is a dynamic process involving constant and reciprocal interactions between organisms and the environments. Emerging evidence suggests that epigenetic modifications may serve as a critical mechanism through which experiences occurring during the lifespan can have sustained effects in developmental outcomes ([@b98]). Epigenetics refers to the study of inherited changes in phenotype (appearance) or gene expression caused by mechanisms other than changes in the underlying DNA sequence, such as modifications of transcription of the genome by chemical markers regulation, and variation in gene expression rather than gene sequence is the key concept. Moreover, epigenetics is used to describe the dynamic interactions between genome and the environment ([@b201]). Research suggested that environmental events can modify the epigenetic status of the genome by activating intracellular pathways to regulate interaction between transcription factors and their DNA binding sites, leading to changes in gene expression and eventually different levels of proteins ([@b11]; [@b430]). This is the biological basis for the interplay between environmental factors and the genome in the regulation of individual differences in behaviors and cognition. Both animal and human studies suggest that EARE can lead to lasting changes in neurotransmitter systems and brain function, and then induce cognitive and behavioral changes. However, there was remarked inter-individual variations in responses to adversity ([@b87]; [@b352]), and these variations might be due to different genotype, different living environment and interaction between the genome and environment.

Genetic influences
------------------

Different genotype could induce different behavioral outcomes. Allelic variation of the monoamine oxidase A (MAOA) gene was implicated in aggressive behaviors ([@b410]). Both human ([@b68]; [@b92]; [@b220]) and primate ([@b211]) studies showed that genotype conferring low MAOA activity was related to mental health problems. These findings may partially explain the variability in developmental outcomes associated with maltreatment, e.g., why not all victims of maltreatment grow up to with abnormal behaviors like antisocial problems, and they provide epidemiological evidence that genotypes can moderate children\'s sensitivity to environmental insults. Similar results was revealed in 5-HTT genotype, as short promoter region of the serotonin transporter (5-HTTLPR) allele was related to increased anxious behavior in primates ([@b279]) and highest emotional problem scores in human ([@b237]). Those evidences suggest the importance of genotype in behavioral outcomes.

Epigenetic influences of EARE on gene expression
------------------------------------------------

Environmental and life experience could exert influences on gene expression and time course analysis indicate that maternally induced epigenetics might emerge during the postnatal period and could sustain into adulthood ([@b417]). Epigenetic regulation of gene expression is particularly important during the early stages of development, and it is one of the main mechanisms mediating the long-term effects of maternal care on development ([@b74]; [@b75]; [@b115]; [@b283]; [@b429]). For example, rodent studies showed that postnatal maternal licking/grooming (LG) behavior could induce increased hippocampal GR expression ([@b59]; [@b142]; [@b251]; [@b418]), while low levels of LG during neonates led to reduced expression of estrogen receptor in hypothalamus and reduced response to estrogen ([@b70], [@b73], [@b72]). As to the effects of EARE on gene expression, isolation attenuated social interaction induced gene expression in rodents ([@b2]; [@b256], [@b257]; [@b369]; [@b412]). A human study also showed EARE related down regulation of genes containing GR response elements ([@b288]). In primate studies, early maternal separation could lead to gene expression changes in many brain regions, including differential expression of gene GUCY1A3 in amygdala, decreases in hippocampal growth associated protein 43 (GAP-43) mRNA and 5-HT receptor mRNA ([@b242]) and a selective long-term effect on expression of genes in ACC ([@b241]). Moreover, epigenetics is not a binary response across the whole brain. Different genes in different brain regions can be affected in different ways, e.g., early maternal deprivation could either induce reduction of gene expression ([@b251]; [@b339]) or up-regulation of gene expressions ([@b321]; [@b432]).

Epigenetic influences of EARE on neurobiological and behavioral outcomes
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Epigenetic influences on gene expression may lead to different expression patterns of proteins, thus different levels of hormones and neurotransmitters, ultimately lead to different behavioral outcomes. Studies suggested that EARE might exert its effects on behavioral outcomes independent of genotype. Primate studies revealed the importance of environment and life experience independent of genotype. MR monkeys showed significantly up-regulated level of 5-HTT during maternal separation, while NR monkeys did not ([@b221]). With the same low-activity Monoamine oxidase A (MAOA) genotype, MR reared monkeys were more aggressive than the PR monkeys ([@b300]). Higher 5-HTT cytosine-phosphate-guanosine (CpG) methylation, but not rh5-HTTLPR genotype, exacerbated the effects of early life stress on behavioral stress reactivity in infant monkeys ([@b222]). Additionally, from behavioral perspective alone, infant monkeys exposed to mother abuse showed the same tendency to their offspring, regardless of whether they were reared by their biological mothers or by foster mothers ([@b269]). Rodent studies also supported the important role of environment and life experience on behavioral outcomes. Rodent studies suggested that maternal care behaviors especially postnatal maternal LG could be transmitted from the mother to her female offspring, so female offspring who received low levels of LG also provided low levels of this form of maternal care to their own offspring ([@b138]). Cross-fostering studies in rodents indicate that this intergenerational transmission of behaviors was the result of early experience rather than genetic inheritance ([@b70]). For example, the biological offspring of low-LG mothers reared by high-LG dams resembled the normal offspring of high-LG mothers ([@b142]). All those studies indicate the importance of environment and life experience, especially maternal interactions on the subsequent expression of behaviors, rather than the genetic contributions. Moreover, primate studies showed the importance of the interaction between genetic factors and environmental experience on neurobiological outcomes, as CSF 5-HIAA concentrations were significantly influenced by genotype in the PR but not MR reared monkeys ([@b31]), and 5-HTT gene variation affected HPA axis activity in response to stress in a way that cortisol levels increased during separation in MR but decreased in PR monkeys ([@b17]).

Transgenerational epigenetic programming
----------------------------------------

Among the epigenetic mechanisms of EARE, such as DNA methylation, histone modifications, and micro-RNA expression, DNA methylation was the most intensively studied epigenetic phenomenon ([@b10]; [@b39]; [@b204]; [@b323]; [@b403], [@b404] ; [@b431]). Actually, not only EARE exposure of the offspring themselves could lead to long time biological and behavioral outcomes, EARE exposure of parents could also influence their offspring, which was defined as transgenerational epigenetic programming phenomenon and has drawn much attention recently. Related studies suggested the underlying epigenetic mechanisms of maternal transgenerational influence to be DNA methylation, histone modifications, and micro-RNA expression ([@b10]; [@b13]; [@b37]; [@b161]; [@b292]; [@b298]).

In addition to maternal influences, fathers can exert influences on offspring development either through direct care in living social environment, or indirectly through interacting with maternal influences. Some recent studies showed the important influence of paternal early experiences on infant development through non-social mechanisms, even in the absence of direct contact with offspring. This emerging field focuses on how environmental influences can epigenetically alter paternal sperm DNA methylation, histone modification and micro-RNA expression, and ultimately change the phenotype and behavior of offspring ([@b49]; [@b94]; [@b100]; [@b223]; [@b340]; [@b427]).

DISCUSSION
==========

Rehabilitation
--------------

Human studies indicate the possibility of rehabilitation of EARE induced deficits, e.g., [@b135], [@b136], [@b137]) suggested that the improvements of caring following EARE had the potential to prevent or reverse EARE induced HPA axis dysfunction, such as normalizing perturbed diurnal cortisol patterns and reducing basal salivary cortisol level ([@b134]). In primate studies, total social isolation was once considered to induce permanent defect, which was described as learning deficit in some studies, because isolated monkeys were lack of physical interactions and had no opportunity for social learning with conspecifics, or to gradually develop sophisticated social behaviors ([@b293]; [@b355]; [@b385]). These abnormities might be rehabilitated by socializing the isolate monkeys with conspecifics. Some studies reported that after the isolated monkeys was paired with \"therapist\" monkeys, less self-directed disturbance activities, or stereotypic behaviors, but more social contact and exploratory behaviors were observed ([@b177]; [@b383]). Less severe self-injurious behaviors were found when isolated monkeys were reared with surrogates ([@b54]; [@b177]) or social housing ([@b263]). Additionally, environmental enrichment treatments were used to eliminate abnormal behaviors and to normalize the behavioral repertoire of EARE exposed monkeys ([@b263]; [@b305]; [@b342]). It was suggested that environmental enrichment devices could only ameliorate less severe forms of abnormal behavior but not more severe forms of self-injurious or non-injurious self-abuse behaviors ([@b342]). Those studies indicate rehabilitation is possible, at least partially, but it requires combination of multiple rehabilitation methods, such as socializing, environmental enrichment, and considerable time and effort.

Establishing NHP mental disorder models with EARE methods
---------------------------------------------------------

EARE exposed NHPs showed signs of various mental disorders, including anxiety, autism and depression etc., making it a potential animal model to study human mental disorders, among which depression model was the mostly investigated one ([@b147]; [@b327]; [@b423]). The influence of EARE on NHPs is through daily life and accumulates over a period of time, making it a more natural model of mental disorders than those induced by drugs or invasive surgeries. The diagnosis of mental disorders in humans usually depends on questionnaire investigation and verbal communication between patients and doctors, which are not doable in NHPs. Therefore NHPs studies usually include daily group living or single subject observation and behavioral analysis, biochemical index analysis (e.g., hormones), brain structural and functional changes analysis by using modern imaging methods, However, due to the complexity of mental disorders, it is very difficult to diagnose mental disorders in NHPs. Different disorders might show very similar behavioral symptoms and biochemical abnormalities, therefore additional indexes are necessary in diagnosing. For example, in NHPs, anxiety and depression share symptoms of stereotypic behaviors and elevated cortisol level in response to stressor, so, more depression specific symptoms, such as lacking of responses to stimulus are needed for diagnosing. It is difficult to differentiate if a monkey was depressed or autistic as in both cases, preference of staying away from social activity and being alone in a corner would be shown. Certain metal disorders could be divided into many subtypes, e.g., depression includes unipolar, bipolar and atypical depression, etc, which certainly adds more complexity in establishing NHP animal models. These might explain the fact that despite being an ideal and irreplaceable animal model, studies on EARE induced NHP mental disorder models are limited.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
==================

In summary, as an irreplaceable animal model, NHP EARE experiments were performed for over 60 years and revealed important insights into understanding the effects of EARE on development and underlying mechanisms of related physiological and psychological diseases. Although much has been learned to date, there is much more to understand about EARE impact on developmental trajectory. Now, with the help of emerging cutting edge technologies, such as new brain imaging method, gene modification, optogenetics, etc, future EARE studies will further clarify these issues and help to cure the diseases.
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